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TP Group at a glance
Who we are
Professional services and technology partner to global
prime contractors active in security, energy and aerospace
programmes
What we do
Advise on and deliver critical technology projects with
world-class skills and capabilities that users depend upon
for performance and security
Why we do it
To create a highly valued and internationally respected
tier-2 business partner in our chosen sectors
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2017 headlines
Group
revenue up
39%

Adjusted
EBITDA1 up
142%

£29.5m

£2.6m

£44.7m

£32.1m

2016: £21.2m

2016: £1.1m

2016: £23.8m

2016: £17.0m

Group
Group closing
order intake up order book up
88%
89%

• Continued organic growth in the UK and overseas
• Acquisition & integration of three businesses
• Strengthened management team

• Equity fundraising of £20.8m in July 2017 for organic and
acquisitive growth strategy
1 Adjusted EBITDA is defined as operating profit adjusted to add back depreciation of property, plant and equipment, amortisation and impairment of acquired tangible and intangible assets and any other acquisition-related charges, share based payment
charges and non-operating items. Non-operating items are those items believed to be exceptional in nature by virtue of their size and or incidence. The directors believe this measure is more reflective of the underlying performance of the Group than
equivalent GAAP measures. This is primarily due to the exclusion of non-cash items, such as share-based payments, impairment, depreciation and amortisation, as well as non-operating items. This provides shareholders and other users of the financial
statements with the most representative year-on-year comparison. This measure and the separate components remain consistent with 2016..
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Our sectors and platforms
Submarines 
Nuclear 
Infrastructure 
Power 
Refining 

Energy

 Autonomous vehicles
Security

 Marine
 Aviation
 Intelligence
 Space
Aerospace
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Security
 Autonomous vehicles
 Submarines
 Marine
 Aviation
 Intelligence
 Space
 Nuclear

 TPG systems on >100 submarines with 30 year service life
 Ours is the go-to technology for global prime
contractors
 More than 60 submarines planned or under
construction in our customer community
 Through-life support, refurbishment & maintenance
 Secure information and communications systems
 Trusted specialist services provider
 Networks, mobile, satellite
 Aircraft mission systems
 Acquired capability in cockpit integration
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Energy
 Nuclear

 Infrastructure
 Power

 Refining






50 years’ heritage in high-integrity fabricated equipment
Invested to stay ahead of the competition
Trusted to deliver safety-critical structures
We work closely with EPCs to deliver their projects

 >200 current or planned downstream projects in Europe,
average value > $1bn
 Almost 500 current or planned power projects in Europe,
average value near $2bn
 Dominated by EPCs such as Petrofac, Wood, Jacobs

 TPG positioning in high-value engineering with growth
opportunities in nuclear decommissioning and infrastructure
projects
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Aerospace

 Autonomous vehicles

 Marine
 Aviation

 Acquired capability in autonomous platforms and
aircraft mission systems

 Specialist services in secure communications systems
 Advanced clean assembly in Portsmouth and
Manchester
 Mission systems training
 Started to work on European space programmes

 Space
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Current capabilities and solutions
Communications
networks

Mission-critical
software

Atmosphere
control

High integrity
fabrications

Aircraft cockpit
integration

Control systems
for autonomous
vehicles

Project support
for space
missions

Satellite
communications

Artificial
intelligence
solutions

Secure
information
services

Simulation and
emulation

SME priming

Through-life services and engineering for all
our chosen sectors
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Team and structure
Built to succeed
Balanced and experienced board
An Executive Management Team drawn from the key business functions
across the Group and focused on delivery through two business streams:
• Consulting & Programme Services - advising clients on strategic problems
and implementing technology-driven solutions
• Technology & Engineering - capability to design, manufacture and
support mission- critical systems

Committed to attracting, retaining and rewarding
the best available talent at all levels and across
the business.
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Business priorities
Delivering growth
• Maintain strong organic growth momentum
‒ Continued delivery of long term contracts
‒ Capitalise on further revenue opportunities from UK and overseas customer
base
‒ Continued investment in facilities and capabilities

• Leverage existing key accounts and customer networks to become an
end-to-end partner delivering all Group capabilities
• Complete strategic acquisitions to drive scale and capability
‒ Targets must meet strict criteria and be earnings enhancing
‒ Active engagement with a number of opportunities in 2018

We have the ambition, talent and team to
drive sustainable growth.
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Creating the future
Investing in…
• Machine learning / artificial intelligence
‒ Analytical software that supports intelligence officers to
identify significant information more quickly and reliably
‒ Smart software to make real-time routing decisions for
unmanned vessels in congested marine environments

• Advisory services
‒ World–class skills and experience to advise and implement

• Advanced Manufacturing Centre
‒ Installation of latest precision engineering equipment and
high-precision machine tools and metrology
‒ Allows TPG to work on complex components for premium
sectors such as nuclear, aerospace and security

• Aviation expertise
‒ Through our 2017 acquisitions the Group has bolstered its
expertise in the security and aerospace sectors

Key takeaway

Key takeaway
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Overseas expansion
Widening our horizons
• Invest in a US platform to:
‒ Access emerging technologies
‒ Explore opportunities on NATO programmes
‒ Identify partners in government and security services

• South-East Asia
‒ Engaging with prime contractors on long-term maritime
and energy programmes

• Australia
‒ Position for long-term support to submarine programme

• Europe
‒ Extend links with shipbuilders and major primes
‒ Gain access to wider space programmes
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Summary and outlook
A balanced and resilient business able to address global
economic and market challenges. We will:
• Leverage our existing skill set and expertise to drive organic
growth in the business
• Acquire first-class businesses that add to our existing
portfolio, positions us deeper into our markets and
customers, and delivers accretive growth
• Take opportunities to cross-sell our services and/or
engineering skill set across our global customer base
• Attract the best talent and resources to deliver our goals

Strong foundations are in place to capitalise on
opportunities across our industry verticals
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